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INTRODUCTION

A NEW GLOBAL VOICE
WITH A PROVEN TRACK RECORD.
DEAR MEDIA PARTNERS,

I

t is with the greatest pleasure that we introduce Falstaff International to you.
Falstaff International is a new print and online publication that launched in spring 2021.
With a proven track record in continental Europe, now have now become truly international
with an English-language edition and distributed mainly in the UK and in major hubs around the
globe.
We believe there is nothing quite like it in the world of publishing: an accessible yet luxurious
magazine founded entirely on the joyful trinity of wine, food and travel. This triple focus proved
to be a winning formula for Falstaff. Founded as a wine journal in Austria in 1980, Falstaff today
is an established and sophisticated media platform with leading publications in Germany,
Austria & Switzerland.
What sets us apart as we launch internationally are the relationships we have built over forty
years of creating quality content. We have worked with an international network of wine and
spirits producers, hotels and restaurants. Time and again, these industry stakeholders have
chosen Falstaff as their media partner of preference to reach premium audiences in Germanspeaking Europe.

WOLFGANG ROSAM
Publisher Falstaff Magazine

The existing figures speak for themselves and show our aims as we go global:
With an audited print circulation of more than 142,000 copies across German-speaking Europe,
Falstaff reaches a premium audience that loves the finer things in life. 50 % of Falstaff readers
hold university degrees, while 64.2 % of Falstaff readers are in the top two income classes. Our
digital footprint is no less impressive with ten million page impressions on Falstaff.de/at/ch.
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It is exactly this audience that we target globally: curious and well-heeled lovers of life who
drink wine, eat out, go places and know how to enjoy themselves. With an initial print circulation
of 100,000 copies and 100,000 e-magazines, distributed globally and to industry insiders,
Falstaff is certain to make a lasting impact.
We look forward to welcoming you to our ever-growing community of premium advertisers!

WOLFGANG M. ROSAM
Publisher Falstaff International
wolfgang.rosam@falstaff.com
@ RosamWolfgang
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MISSION
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To bring accessible,
authentic and authoritative
stories about wine, food & travel,
from our European roots
across the globe.
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WHAT MAKES
US UNIQUE
Long-standing expertise
& fresh perspectives
Authentic European heritage
& a global outlook
New & contemporary voices
Cultural depth & original thought
Digital acumen &
interactive approach
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OUR
OUR
EXPERTISE
EXPERTISE
We know
We know
howhow
to connect
to connect
withwith
our readers
our readers
on an
onemotional
an emotional
and and
intellectual
intellectual
level.
level.
OurOur
perfect
perfect
combo
combination
of factualofinfo
factual
andinformation
beautiful visuals
and beautiful
reachesvisuals
a
reaches
global premium
a global premium
audience.audience.
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OUR HERITAGE
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Headquartered in Vienna, Austria,
Falstaff started life as a
small wine journal in 1980 –
today it has evolved into a
sophisticated media platform
with a considerable footprint across
print, digital and social media,
publishing separate magazine
editions in
Germany, Austria & Switzerland.
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EXISTING BRAND FOOTPRINT
& CONTINUOUS GROWTH
READER PROFILE
• 64 % in the top two income classes
including top decision makers
• 50 % have a university degree
AGE & GENDER
• Average age: 49
• Men: 54%
• Women: 46%

54 %

46 %

100,000

downloads of the Falstaff apps

HIGH NET WORTH INDIVIDUALS WITH BRAND LOYALTY
• Maximum willingness to spend on
premium products of first-rate quality
• 60-90 % keep and collect the magazine

over

73,500

Falstaff readers love good food and wine,
they love to travel in style and explore.
They actively engage with Falstaff online
and during numerous events.

175,000
Facebook follower

subscribers in Austria,
Germany & Switzerland

over

*surveys conducted in Austria, Germany & Switzerland

100,000

Instagram followers

188,000

newsletter subscriptions

13,300,000

page impressions on falstaff.com

35,000
Photos © Shutterstock

guests at more than
100 events each year
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over

2,000,000
readers every month
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THE MAGAZINE
TOPICS
• Wine features from Europe and across the globe
• Interviews, insights, reports and profiles
• Themed seasonal, regional & varietal tastings with wine tips, scores and tasting notes
• Spirits section
• Thought-provoking essays and in-depth reporting
• Food, restaurant & recipe features to inspire and enjoy
• Travel destinations around the globe – always with a focus on local flavours

20 % Travel

10 % Spirits & Lifestyle
5 % News

30 % Food

*Cover Price €12 - $15 - £10

SPLIT

35 % Wine

Also
available
as an

E-Magazine

FEEDBACK ON OUR MAGAZINE
“Thank you for sharing your first edition with
us. I honestly believe it to be the most gorgeous
magazine I have ever laid eyes on. Kudos to you
and your staff for raising the bar for the industry,
both in terms of content and brilliance of layout.
Such a clean, clever, consistent presentation.
I also love that the quality of the photography
accompanying the editorial merges seamlessly
with the advertising.”
Don Weaver, founding director
Harlan Estate, Napa Valley, California
Photos © Shutterstock

“Falstaff is genuinely incredible. I’ve only just had
time to take a proper look, but every scroll opens
a new page of incredible. What I love that makes it
different to others is how the layout, centres the
food and travel elements around the joy of amazing
wine. The balance is really beautiful. You should be
really proud. If the contents of my brain could turn
into a glossy magazine, it would look quite similar I
reckon.”
Sven-Hanson Britt, chef-proprietor
Oxeye Restaurant London, England
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EDITORIAL CALENDAR
PRINT MAGAZINES 2022
FALSTAFF INTERNATIONAL N°1
PUBLICATION DATE: 25 MAR 2022 | »DISCOVERY«
WINE & CO California´s Central Coast plus Best of Napa Valley, Bordeaux, Tuscany,
Grüner Veltliner, South Africa
FOOD
Goats Cheeses, Peru, Coffee Trends, Spinach Recipes, Knives & Knife Skills
TRAVEL
Marrakesh & Morocco, New York, The Best Beaches in the World, 			
Florence & Siena and their Wines
SPIRITS
Mezcal & Tequila

FALSTAFF INTERNATIONAL N°2
PUBLICATION DATE: 24 JUN 2022 | »SUMMER DREAMING«
WINE & CO Global Sauvignon Blanc, Pink Power: Rosé Wines incl. Champagne & Prosecco,
Best of Bordaux En Primeur, Wine Regions of Spain, Wine Fraud
FOOD
All About Tomatoes, Best Outdoor Dining: Costa Brava, South of France, Greek 		
Islands and England, Octopus Recipes, Mozzarella and Burrata
TRAVEL
Barbados, Italian Wine Route, Gourmet Cruises, Rome
SPIRITS
Aperitivo, Sangria & Summer Spritzes

FALSTAFF INTERNATIONAL N°3
PUBLICATION DATE: 09 SEP 2022 | »A SENSE OF PLACE«
WINE & CO Burgundy, Barolo & Barbaresco Crus, Austrian Vineyards, Chile, Vineyard Soils,
USA - Pacific Northwest
FOOD
Olive Oils, Piedmont, Mountain Cheeses, Cider - Cidre - Sidra
TRAVEL
Global Ayurveda, London, English Country House Hotels, Global Cookery Courses,
Chianti Wine Route
SPIRITS
Luxury Cognac & Brandies

FALSTAFF INTERNATIONAL N°4
PUBLICATION DATE: 25 NOV 2022 | »CELEBRATE«
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WINE & CO Global Merlot, New World Sparkling, Australia, Europe´s Classic Reds,
Champagne
FOOD
Chocolate, Hawaii, Blue Cheeses, Pu-Erh Tea, Gourmet Gifts
TRAVEL
Best Skiing Hotspots, Rome, European Christmas Markets,
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Luxury Train Travel, Cape Wine Route

SPIRITS

World Whisky: Bourbon, Scotch, Japan
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E-MAGAZINE EXTENSIONS
THE DIGITAL EXTENSION ON TOP OF YOUR PRINT AD
Do you have more content than can be displayed in your Print Ad? Then the Falstaff
E-Magazine offers the perfect extension. You can enhance your content visually by
adding more images. Perhaps you prefer to highlight your products with additional
video content? If you have a product in need of more explanation, we can simply link
to your homepage – or you can combine any of these extension offers.

»Picture Plus«
Additional pictorial content: up
to six images can be displayed
in advertorials and promotions.
This visualisation activates the
reader (e.g. travel reportages,
recipes, restaurant reviews ...)
and increases their engagement
with your offer.

»Moving Content«
The power of the moving image
combined with the refinement
of print content. Just one click
opens a window that plays your
video. The video can either be
embedded directly or played via
YouTube.

»Win-Win-Link«
This is the way to keep it short
and simple: we link your advertorial or ad to your desired webpage.
The easy way of adding value for
our readers and your brand!

E-Magazine Extensions

»Moving Links«
Our combination package: this
combines links to your webpage
with embedded moving content,
i.e. this is classic infotainment that
unites the advantages of a print
ad with the assets of on-screen
advertising, moving content and the
world wide web.

INT
Moving Content

€ 790

Win-Win-Link

€ 450

Picture Plus

€ 730

Moving Links

€ 950
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GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION WITH FOCUS ON THE UK
GLOBAL SPLIT
70% UK
30% rest of the world

TOTAL CIRCULATION PRINT
70,000 Print Magazines

TOTAL CIRCULATION DIGITAL
ca. 120,000 E-Magazines distributed

PRINT CIRCULATION

DIGITAL E-MAGAZINE CIRCULATION

10 % direct to
consumers

20% in-flight entertainment,
digital hotel offerings

30 % newsstands, department stores,
airports & train stations
40% industry Insiders
25 % cooperations
(e.g. with Riedel)

20% digital newsstand
and web shops

25 % airport lounges,
luxury hotels & clubs

10 % industry
insiders

20% direct to consumers

WORLDWIDE INDUSTRY INSIDERS
We have built an international
network of top wine & spirits
producers and associations, importers
& merchants, award-winning top
restaurants, bars & hotels. Our
international database accumulates
to over 75,000 contacts.
20 falstaff media kit 2022

CONSUMER CHANNELS
for subscriptions and single copies

DIGITAL CONSUMER CHANNELS
reaching our target groups worldwide
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PRICES & FORMATS

Placements in the First Third or specific content pages available at an additional charge, please contact your
sales representative.

PREMIUM PLACEMENTS

For premium placements, an earlier ad close applies (ADC) - 8 weeks before the regular closing date.
The placement confirmation will expire, if no order is placed by then. Other materials are due 3 weeks
before the publishing date of each magazine.

1/1 Advertorial
203 x 268 mm printing space

2/1 double page

1/1 single page

466 x 300 mm bleed
436 x 268 mm printing space

233 x 300 mm bleed
203 x 268 mm printing space

International

€ 12,900

GER - AT - CH*

€ 32,000

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 54,900

2/1 Opening Spread

2/1 Advertorial
436 x 268 mm printing space
Gutter bleed
approx. 3 mm additional bleeding per page

Gutter bleed
approx. 3 mm additional bleeding per page

International

€ 18,600

International

€ 11,300

International

€ 23,100

GER - AT - CH*

€ 45,300

GER - AT - CH*

€ 28,400

GER - AT - CH*

€ 53,500

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 78,200

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 48,300

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 94,400

1/2 portrait

1/3 portrait

1/4 portrait

114 x 300 mm
bleed
97.5 x 268 mm
printing space

81 x 300 mm
bleed
60.3 x 268 mm
printing space

64 x 300 mm
bleed
48 x 268 mm
printing space

1/2 landscape

1/3 landscape

1/4 landscape

233 x 148 mm
bleed
203 x 132 mm
printing space

233 x 96 mm
bleed
203 x 80 mm
printing space

233 x 74.5 mm
bleed
203 x 58.5 mm
printing space

International

€

6,600

International

€ 4,900

International

€

3,800

GER - AT - CH*

€

17,300

GER - AT - CH*

€ 11,800

GER - AT - CH*

€

9,100

Int + GER - AT - CH

€

29,200

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 20,500

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 16,600

*Price for the German - Austrian - Swiss Edition of the Magazine (German language)
All listed prices exclude taxes and other charges. All prices are subject to change.
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Inside back cover

Outside back cover

International

€ 22,600

International

€ 12,200

International

€ 15,600

GER - AT - CH*

€ 53,800

GER - AT - CH*

€

GER - AT - CH*

€

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 93,700

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 53,900

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 68,200

First 2/1 after OS

31,100

First right-hand page

International

€ 20,400

International

€

GER - AT - CH*

€ 48,700

GER - AT - CH*

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 84,600

Int + GER - AT - CH

First Boulevard
€

€ 12.400

€ 32,900

GER - AT - CH*

€ 31,300

€ 55,800

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 54,300

International

€

GER - AT - CH*

€ 46,600

GER - AT - CH*

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 80,500

Int + GER - AT - CH

19,100

First 1/3 page

Second right-hand page
International

13,100

Editor´s Letter (first left)

International

37,300

Contents (right)
International

€ 12,200

€ 31,900

GER - AT - CH*

€ 30,600

€ 54,800

Int + GER - AT - CH

€ 52,400

13,100

Second 1/3 page

International

€

GER - AT - CH*
Int + GER - AT - CH

6,200

International

€

5,500

€ 14,800

AT

€

4,100

€ 15,700

Int + AT

€ 14,000

*Price for the German - Austrian - Swiss Edition of the Magazine (German language)
All listed prices exclude taxes and other charges. All prices are subject to change
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FALSTAFF
DIGITAL MEDIA
FALSTAFF OFFERS A DIGITAL EXPERIENCE AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL.
THE OPTIMAL BLEND BETWEEN ESTABLISHED FORMATS AND INDIVIDUALISED
CONTENT INNOVATIONS.

@ falstaff.international
@ falstaff.international

WEBSITE

FALSTAFF.COM
• Exclusive and engaging web content: wine,
drinks, food, restaurants, destinations and
trends
• Updated daily with enticing features and news
• Find out and learn with our 101-features
• Free access to Falstaff´s tasting note database
(over 10,000 wines with tasting notes, over
100,000 with scores)
• Top 3 countries: UK, Italy, USA
over

235,000
Monthly Page Views

SOCIAL MEDIA
COMMUNITY

FACEBOOK  /   INSTAGRAM
With an ever-growing, active following, our
social media mix represents the perfect target
group approach for Falstaff on Facebook and
Instagram. Our posts reach over 4.6 million
people each month.
over

4,000

Followers on Instagram
over

WEEKLY NEWSLETTER

E-MAGAZINE

The most relevant food, travel and wine news
delivered directly to the mailboxes of our
subscribers worldwide. The latest news on wine,
restaurants, bars, travel, lifestyle and much
more for a targeted approach to the Falstaff
community.

The e-magazine issues of Falstaff Magazine are
distributed to all Falstaff group subscribers and
industry insiders. Attractive linking opportunities
are a perfect campaign enhancement or extension
for advertisers.
For more details see page 18.

WINE / FOOD / TRAVEL

over

120,000
Newsletter Subscribers

DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION

over

120,000

E-magazine copies delivered per year

50,000
Followers on Facebook

*Updated March 2022
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OUR SOCIAL AUDIENCE

OUR DIGITAL AUDIENCE

FACEBOOK – MORE THAN 50,000 FOLLOWERS

YOUNG, URBAN, AFFLUENT AND KEEN TO KNOW MORE ABOUT
WINE, FOOD AND TRAVEL

400,000 PAGE IMPRESSIONS

I

FACEBOOK

Age

323,000 VISITS

6%

18 to 24 years

22 %

25 to 34 years

16 %

55 to 64 years

9%

South Africa
Italy

5%

USA

5%

Spain

4.5 %

over

44 %

4%

22,000,000

men

OVER
7 MILLION
IMPRES SIONS
EACH MONTH

740,000

total Impressions

56 %

women

18 %

65+ years

10 %

United Kingdom

Portugal

18 %

45 to 54 years

Countries

60 % 40 %

20 %

35 to 44 years

Reactions / Likes

Source: Google Analytics, falstaff.com

INSTAGRAM – MORE THAN 4,000 FOLLOWERS
women

men

INSTAGRAM

Age

Age

10 %

18 to 24 years

Source: Google Analytics, falstaff.com
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65+ years

13 %
10 %

over

9%

women

men

3%

7,000,000
total Impressions

51 % 49 %

18 %

55 to 64 years

17 %

45 to 54 years

26 %

45 to 54 years

24 %

35 to 44 years

65+ years

35 to 44 years

27 %

25 to 34 years

55 to 64 years

34 %

25 to 34 years

9%

All data subject to change

18 to 24 years

920,000
Reactions / Likes

OVER
500,000
IMPRES SIONS
EACH MONTH
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ONLINE ADVERTISING

WINE OF THE WEEK
THE OPTIMAL PRESENTATION FOR YOUR PRODUCT

ADVERTORIAL

As ‘Wine of the Week’ your wine will be in the spotlight for an entire week.
Featuring your wine so prominently will help it remain anchored in the
customer´s memory for a long time. It includes: prominent position on the
website, newsletter integration and a post on our social media.
In addition, it is possible to link the source of supply for your wine to a landing
page or your web shop in order to generate traffic directly to your homepage.

Placement of your own promotional copy/feature with a photo gallery
of images provided by you. This will be designed in the Falstaff look
& feel and will be displayed in the news section of Falstaff.com with
guaranteed positioning on the home page for three days; from then
onwards your promotional feature will be displayed in the relevant
thematic section on Falstaff.com. Video integrations can also be
combined with this advertorial feature. We offer a turnaround of your
advertorial within three working days, including creation and approval.

Please note that in order to be featured as ‘Wine of the Week’ your wine needs to
be rated and listed in our database.

Wine of the Week

Advertorial Packages
ADVERTISING FORMAT
Advertorial incl. image gallery
Newsletter Listing
Total

ADVERTISING FORMAT
INT

Newsletter & Website

€ 590

€ 1,590
€ 590
€ 2,180

NEWSLETTER ENTRY
THE MOST EFFICIENT WAY TO BENEFIT FROM OUR
NEWSLETTER REACH

GIVEAWAY

The Falstaff newsletter reaches hundreds of thousands of readers worldwide
each week. Use this reach to direct traffic from the Falstaff newsletter
audience to your homepage with a meaningful image and a short text via the
corresponding link!

The advertising format where everyone benefits: Our readers benefit
and the campaign is subtly and engagingly targeted to the relevant
group. You decide on what you want to have as a price in the giveaway.
Optimal feedback and results are achieved if the price is worth at least
€300. The giveaway includes some pictures and general information
about your product and brand. Our editorial team then designs 2-3
questions around your product, which readers have to answer to enter
into the giveaway; this way we ensure that they read and understand
the message you want to express.
The article is promoted on the Falstaff channels (website, newsletter,

Newsletter Site Link
ADVERTISING FORMAT
Newsletter & Website

Giveaway Packages
ADVERTISING FORMAT

INT

INT
€ 1,290

Place yourself and your product in the Falstaff
Newsletter in the form of a display banner
including direct linking.

INT

Advertorial incl. Giveaway

Format: 600 x 150 px (at least 150 dpi)

Social Media Post
Total
Optional: participation data per address
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€ 3,880
€ 0.50

All data subject to change’

Newsletter Listing

Newsletter Display Ad
ADVERTISING FORMAT

INT

Newsletter Display Ad

€ 990
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NATIVE ADVERTISING

SOCIAL MEDIA EXTENSION
In addition to the classic featured story, a customisable social
media extension strengthens brand awareness in the target
audience. In this format, a Falstaff-sponsored post directs traffic
directly to your website or webshop. A/B testing of the various
posting variants as well as performance monitoring in real time
is ensured by the Falstaff team.

FEATURED SOCIAL STORY
It´s all in the mix. A featured story combines promotional content with an editorial look and thus
finds the perfect balance between information and product placement. The copy/feature is created
by our editorial team in consultation with you and presented in the form of listicles or entertaining
factoids. In addition to the publication on falstaff.com and a newsletter entry, the featured story is
published via a Facebook post. With promotions we can guarantee minimum figures for page views and
individuals reached for the article.

ADVERTISING FORMAT

INT

Social Media Extension

€ 6,990

3 ausgefallene Weinsorten, die in jedem Weinregal
stehen sollten

3 ausgefallene Weinsorten, die in jedem Weinregal
stehen sollten

5,000
Clicks on clients‘ website
bookable only in
combination with a
Featured Story

Facebook: Customer tagging, external linking and hashtags

SOCIAL POST /
KNOWLEDGE QUOTE
Guaranteed
minimum
figures

150,000
individuals
reached

5,000

page views

Short, informative and entertaining. With the help of visually
appealing and value-added postings, interesting facoids, flat lays or
catchy mottos are published on Facebook or Instagram in our feed
and story. Your logo will be prominently featured on all visuals. We
ensure the promised target numbers by sponsoring the post in our
target audience.
ADVERTISING FORMAT
Social Post / Knowledge Quote

160,000
individuals
reached

INT
€ 1,990

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT SERIES
The engagement series will make your brand remain anchored in
the customer´s memory by creating touchpoints over a period of
time instead of just once. We position your brand with our lifestylesavvy target group via five posts that correlate in terms of content
and visuals, and direct them to your homepage or online shop. We
ensure the promised target numbers by sponsoring the posts in our
target audience.
ADVERTISING FORMAT
Featured Social Story
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INT
€ 5,990

ADVERTISING FORMAT
Social Engagement Series

800,000
individuals
reached

INT
€ 4,990
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SEASONAL SPECIALS

PREMIUM PROFILE
THE IDEAL PRESENTATION FOR YOUR BUSINESS

FALSTAFF EASTER & CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

Your Falstaff Premium Profile secures more hits internationally right from the get-go. In addition to a strong visual
appearance, it also guarantees a preferential display on our home page. The entry also offers a higher ranking in our search
function.

Gifts, gifts, gifts for you: Your perfect presentation with image, logo & advertorial incl. a prize draw in our digital Easter and
Christmas themed specials. Present your product to our exclusive target group.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

EASTER SPECIAL

Featured image
Pictures say more
than a thousand words

Webshop link
Direct visitors directly
to your webshop

Your logo
Strengthen the recognition of your brand

How it works:
Your advertorial in the Easter special on falstaff.com the highlight for the Falstaff community for one day.

How it works:
One day in the Advent calendar with your advertorial & a
prize draw promotion. Present your product to our Falstaff
community!

Our services:
• Special promotion on the homepage
• Design, technical and editorial implementation
• Special promotion in the newsletter & on Facebook
• Active period: 04.04. - 18.04.2022

Our services:
• Special promotion on the homepage
• Design, technical and editorial implementation
• Special promotion in the newsletter & on Facebook
• Active period: 01.12. – 24.12.2022

Easter Giveaway Package

Christmas Giveaway Package

Advertorial + Quiz + Newsletter
+ Social Media
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INT
€ 2,390

In your own words
Present your business
exactly as you want to

Annual Collaboration

ADVERTISING FORMAT

TIME PERIOD

INT

Advertorial + Quiz + Newsletter +
Social Media

01.12.–14.12.22

€ 2,790

Advertorial + Quiz + Newsletter +
Social Media

15.12.–24.12.22

€ 2,390

ADVERTISING FORMAT
Premium profile

PRICE 1 YEAR
€ 590

PRICE 2 YEARS
€ 1,090

Photos: Shutterstock

ADVERTISING FORMAT

Picture gallery
Up to 15 images as a
slideshow
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CONTACTS
Publisher Falstaff International
Wolfgang M. Rosam
Editor-in-Chief Falstaff International
Anne Krebiehl MW
Management Falstaff International
Jana Bechert, Managing Director
Management Falstaff Verlags GmbH
Mag. Elisabeth Kamper, Ronald Tomandl MSc.

Advertising contacts
International: T: +43 1 9042141-418, email: advertising@falstaff.com
Sabrina Zimmerhofer T: +44 7429-4297-83, email: sabrina.zimmerhofer@falstaff.com
Austria: T: +43 1 9042141-418, email: anzeigen@falstaff.at
Germany: T: +49 211 9666299-0, email: anzeigen@falstaff.de
Switzerland: T: +43 1 9042141-441, email: anzeigen@falstaff.ch

Cover price / Subscription price
Falstaff International: from € 12.- / € 48.– incl. shipping and VAT

Terms & Conditions
Please note that the publisher’s terms and conditions
(https://www.falstaff.com/terms-and-conditions/terms-of-service/) apply.
All prices are subject to change.
Current pricing is always available at Falstaff.com

Facebook: @falstaff.international

Photos: © Shutterstock

Instagram: @falstaff.international

Follow us on
Twitter: @falstaff_intl
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WE’D LOVE TO
HEAR FROM YOU.

Photo: © Shutterstock

Falstaff International
Munich I London I Vienna
advertising@falstaff.com | falstaff.com

